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DISCOVERY PROGRAMME SALES

Discovery Programme Sales represents the television broadcasting rights for Discovery Communications’ portfolio of networks in the global marketplace. With access to original content produced for Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, TLC, Science, Investigation Discovery and more, our catalogue of nearly 18,000 hours offers a variety of genres within the factual entertainment and lifestyle space. Discovery Programme Sales is also the distributor for U.K. producers betty and Raw, and several other independent producers.
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Cats have taken over the Internet. Their videos and images dominate social media. In this special, host John Fulton will present some of the cutest, most charismatic kitties in the country to our panel of judges. Pet expert Andrea Arden, BuzzFeed Editorial Director Jack Shepherd and comedian and cat lover Julie Klausner will decide which of these lucky cats gets named America’s Next Cat Star.

**AMERICA’S NEXT CAT STAR**

2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

1x60

Cats have taken over the Internet. Their videos and images dominate social media. In this special, host John Fulton will present some of the cutest, most charismatic kitties in the country to our panel of judges. Pet expert Andrea Arden, BuzzFeed Editorial Director Jack Shepherd and comedian and cat lover Julie Klausner will decide which of these lucky cats gets named America’s Next Cat Star.

**AIR JAWS: WALKING WITH GREAT WHITES**

2015 • PRODUCED BY SHARK ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

1x60

In this special, Chris Fallows descends to the bottom in W.A.S.P., a craft that will allow him to enter the mysterious underworld of the great white. Joining Fallows on the quest is Dickie Chivell with his own underwater craft called H.O.R.N.E.T. Chivell’s goal is to capture the breach of a great white shark from underwater and topside, and the result is one of the most spectacular scenes.

**BRIDE OF JAWS**

2015 • PRODUCED BY RED ROCK FILMS

1x60

At nearly 18 feet and over 3,000 pounds, a record-breaking female great white shark nicknamed Joan of Shark roams the waters off Western Australia. Three shark lovers follow an extraordinary 4,000-mile migratory path to find and tag her.

**DEADLY AFTER DARK: POLAR BEAR INVASION**

2014 • PRODUCED BY NBC ENTERPRISES

1x60

Welcome to Churchill, Canada, the Polar Bear Capital of the World. Every fall, this remote subarctic outpost of 800 is invaded by 1,000 starving bears, migrating north for the winter, and by thousands of curious tourists. For two stress-filled months, it is survival of the fittest – man versus beast. And for locals, dependent on tourist money, it’s the chance to earn a year’s salary in a matter of weeks.
KILLER HORNETS FROM HELL
2014 • PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS
1x60
Giant Asian hornets are a nightmare of evolution. One hundred times the bulk of honeybees, their venom melts flesh and kills. A brave group of hunters will stop at nothing to drive back the swarm, but there may be no way to stop them.

EPIC AMERICA
2014 • PRODUCED BY DARLOW SMITHSON FILM & TELEVISION
2x60
Epic America is the result of 3,000 days spent filming with cutting-edge cameras across 29 states to capture the country’s beauty and ferocity like never before. Visit iconic, inspiring landscapes like Yellowstone, the Appalachian Mountains and the Aleutian Islands to learn not only how these natural wonders came to be but how they control the climate, wildlife and people that call America home.

GIRAFFE BIRTH LIVE
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
1x60
Live broadcast of giraffe birth. Animal Planet teams up with the Dallas Zoo to welcome Katie the giraffe’s newborn into the world. We cover every second of this amazing event.

ISLAND OF THE MEGA SHARK
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
1x60
Island of the Mega Shark follows famed shark experts Jeff Kurr, Andy Casagrande and Dickie Chivelli as they travel to the volcanic Pacific island of Guadalupe, off the west coast of Mexico’s Baja California peninsula, home to some of the largest great white sharks on Earth. Kerr, Casagrande and Chivelli search for one of the largest great white sharks ever recorded, using new technologies and innovative methods.

THE LIONS OF SABI SAND: BROTHERS IN BLOOD
2014 • PRODUCED BY AQUAVISION TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS PTY LTD.
1x120
The Lions of Sabi Sand: Brothers in Blood tells the incredible journey of Africa’s most notorious pride, the legendary Mapogo lion coalition, a deadly group of six male lions and their violent struggle for power. The lions have been filmed continuously for 16 years by both professionals and amateurs, who have witnessed their extraordinary behaviour as they embarked on a devastating quest for territory.

MONSTER CROC INVASION
2014 • PRODUCED BY EVOLVE IMG LLC.
1x60
Costa Rica, a famed eco-tourism powerhouse and wildlife haven, is in the middle of a crocodile crisis. The Central American paradise known for its monster crocs has been facing increasing numbers of human attacks and deaths. Renowned reptilian expert and Gator Boy Paul Bedard leads an expedition in search of a solution.
MONSTER ISLAND
2014 • PRODUCED BY MME FILMPOOL USA
1x120
Mona Island is a survivalist’s ultimate playground. Deadly 300-foot drops, toxic plants, poisonous scorpions and feral boars. Three to four survivalists/conservationists will risk their lives to protect the endangered species, but will also take advantage of what the island has to offer them.

MONSTER MAKO
2015 • PRODUCED BY GURNEY PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
1x60
In the Gulf Coast, a series of large mako sharks have been spotted. One in particular is said to be over 15-feet long. They are so fast that just spotting one is almost an impossible feat. Monster Mako takes an in-depth look at these incredible sea creatures.

MOUNTAIN MONSTERS
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY AMERICAN CHAINSAWS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2a: 8x60
For generations, the Appalachian Mountains have had more sightings of mysterious creatures than anywhere else in the United States. Now a team of hardcore hunters and trappers are out to identify these unexplained creatures. Beasts are on the run as these skilled outdoorsmen follow the fresh, physical evidence gathered by eyewitnesses from the region. When folklore bites back and leaves a trail of proof, this band of native West Virginia sons seek the truth.

MY CAT FROM HELL
2009-2014 • PRODUCED BY 3 BALL PRODUCTIONS, LLC. & EYEWORKS USA, LLC.
Series 1: 3x60, Series 2: 6x60, Series 3: 10x60
Series 4: 17x60, Series 5: 18x60, Series 6: 10x60
With a host of devilish cats that are threatening to tear their owners’ relationships and homes apart, cat-behaviourist Jackson Galaxy helps families cure their unruly companions. Each episode reveals first-hand accounts of cat owners struggling to reign in their feisty felines and find domestic harmony.

NINJA SHARKS
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
1x60
Ninja Sharks explores six sharks with unique adaptations that have evolved over millions of years, making them the most lethal hunters in the sea.
This programme seeks to find answers for a series of great white shark attacks that have occurred with clocklike precision at the same beach, in the same month, every two years. The location is Surf Beach, California, and the last two attacks in 2010 and 2012 both resulted in fatalities. Shark expert Ralph Collier and Brandon McMillan seek answers.

Ten people are dead and three are eaten by a man-eating tigress. Each time, the killer slips away. Using state-of-the-art tools and centuries-old techniques, expert hunters and dedicated forestry officers head out to find her. But the search area is vast and stealth is the killer’s greatest asset. Can they stop the tigress in time before another person dies at the jaws of the Mysterious Queen?

Imagine if you could live a day in the life of a great white shark. Using the most advanced underwater surveillance system imaginable, we are going to embed ourselves into the great white sharkiest waters on Earth. No host, no marine biologists, just an incredible story that follows the adventure of a juvenile great white as he learns what it takes to survive in the ruthless hunting grounds that surround Dyer Island, South Africa.

In a remote corner of the Indian Ocean, Reunion Island has become the most dangerous place on the planet for shark attacks. After seven deaths in four years, locals and scientists are in a race against time to find answers before another fatal encounter.

Featuring Dr. Greg Skomal, Massachusetts Marine Fisheries’ senior biologist, as he tags great white sharks off the coast of Cape Cod and attempts to determine their swim patterns once they leave the Massachusetts coast. As patterns point to the Southern U.S., Dr. Skomal tries to establish why the Florida coast is the new great white shark hotspot in the Atlantic.
In *Sharks of the Shadowland*, divers in New Zealand tag a sevengill shark. The sevengill shark remains somewhat of a mystery and a team of shark experts are on a mission to find out how they hunt and more importantly how to better understand their behaviour and prevent shark attacks.

Follow an expedition in Cuba that unites American and Cuban scientists in an effort to answer the question: Do large sharks still exist in this relatively unexplored area of the world? Filmmaker Ian Shive and a team of shark researchers headed to Havana in an attempt to unravel the mystery surrounding El Monstruo. And for the first time ever, Shive and his team satellite tag sharks in Cuba, including a rare species of shark.

Shaun Sears and Tom Otto, brothers-in-law and tree arborists, make up Canopy Cat Rescue, a highly skilled two-man operation trained to climb dangerously tall trees to save desperate, stranded cats. Over the past two years, they have rescued nearly 500 cats from treetops as high up as 165 feet. Working off of donations only, Canopy Cat Rescue relies heavily on its social media network and other supporters to continue providing this service to the cat owners of the greater Seattle area.

This spectacular series sweeps across the most diverse peninsular in the world. From Malaysia to Southwest China, Vietnam to Cambodia and Thailand, this vast area includes outstanding landscapes, historic cities, tropical jungles and armies of animals. With mangroves and mountains, pygmy elephants, turtles and rare birds, it is no wonder that the term “mega-diverse” is now attributed to parts of the region.
BLOOD RELATIVES
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Series 1: 5x60, Series 2: 13x60, Series 3: 13x60, Series 4: 13x60

From teens who kill their parents, to fathers and mothers that kill sons and daughters, and each other, these are the people who are supposed to love each other the most. They protect you, feed you, keep you warm and tuck you in at night. They’re not supposed to do terrible things to you. They’re not supposed to kill you. How could someone kill one of their Blood Relatives? That question is at the heart of this series.

BREAKING POINT
2013 • PRODUCED BY MAD JACK ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

10x60

Breaking Point is the true-life crime series featuring subjects who believe they are participating in a documentary about their life of crime. What they don’t know is that they will soon face a surprise criminal intervention as friends and family confront them with the help of a top criminal defense attorney. Their mission is to stop the madness that will surely lead to destruction and possible death.

CRY WOLFE
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY KARGA 7 PICTURES

Series 1: 12x30, Series 2: 12x30

Cry Wolfe features private investigator Brian Wolfe, a no-nonsense guy with a talent for detecting shifty people, and fact from fiction. Inspired by true accounts from his actual case files, each episode features Wolfe and his investigative assistant, Janine McCarthy, as they expose cheating spouses, dishonest employees, con artists, and scammers to deliver answers to their clients.
MANSIONS AND MURDERS
2013 • PRODUCED BY BRAY ENTERTAINMENT
On the extravagant estates of America’s affluent, loyal maids and loving nannies do more than just clean, cook and care for the family. A quietly constant presence in the lives of their wealthy employers, the hired help are in a perfect position to see, hear and experience the sordid – and sometimes dangerous – drama that unfolds behind closed doors. In Mansions and Murders, suspicious staff turn detective, defender and star witness when faced with deadly dealings that no amount of millions can conceal.

HATE IN AMERICA
2014 • PRODUCED BY NBC PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS
This provocative documentary partners with civil rights attorney Morris Dees and the Southern Poverty Law Center to investigate the roots of hate in America. Emmy® Award–winning journalist Tony Harris travels the country to explore three different hate crimes and sits down with the victims, their loved ones, law enforcement and even a former white supremacist to reveal what drives these vicious attacks – and how communities across the United States are fighting back.

HOUSE OF HORRORS: KIDNAPPED
2014 • PRODUCED BY SIRENS MEDIA
Every two seconds in the United States, someone is taken against their will. Many do not make it out alive, but some are able to survive through sheer determination, an ability to out-maneuver their captors or just plain luck. House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a horrifying ride through the eyes of survivors as they relive the scariest story of their lives.

DEADLINE: CRIME WITH TAMRON HALL
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY NBC PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS
Deadline: Crime with Tamron Hall is a news magazine show that takes viewers behind the lurid headlines for the real story behind some of the most shocking crimes in America. With murder, blackmail and betrayal from the crime scene to the courtroom, this series shows there is a dark, dark world out there just waiting to be explored.

DEADLY SINS
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY GENERATE ENTERTAINMENT & DICK CLARK PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
When the basic desires of human nature come up against the darkest corners of the human soul, these temptations can often be fatal. Deadly Sins examines the true evils that push everyday individuals beyond the limits of the law. From gluttony and greed to lust, envy, sloth, wrath and pride, this series reveals scandalous crimes driven by the most basic of human instincts.
OVER MY DEAD BODY
2013 • PRODUCED BY GULP PICTURES
12x30

Over My Dead Body is the edge-of-your-seat, stranger-than-fiction, true crime docu-series that breathes new life into the craziest ripped-from-the-headlines stories of women who’ve been stalked and brutalized by sick psychopaths, yet somehow were able to find the inner strength to fight off their attackers and live to tell the tale. These women don’t just survive, they turn the tables.

PRISON BREAK: KILLERS ON THE RUN
2014 • PRODUCED BY NBC PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS
1x60

After the prison escape of the century, an epic manhunt is underway – and a community lives in fear. Who are these killers? How did they escape? And who is the woman at the center of the investigation? This is the inside story of their dramatic breakout.

REDRUM
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY STEPHEN DAVID ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 10x30, Series 2: 20x30, Series 3: 12x30

No detective starts their search at the beginning of the crime. Rather, a murder investigation always begins with the body, after the deed is done. It is up to the police to piece together the story, moving backwards in time until they arrive at the root of the crime. Redrum follows the backwards tale of murder until the truth finally comes out at the very end.

SEX SENT ME TO THE SLAMMER
2014 • PRODUCED BY INDIGO FILMS ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC.
12x30

Sex Sent Me to the Slammer is a series featuring true stories of people whose outrageous sexual escapades get them busted and often put behind bars. Each episode recounts two darkly humorous and deliciously embarrassing accounts of people who get caught, cuffed and in some cases thrown in jail after engaging in some serious hanky-panky. These are real people who can honestly say that their hot encounters landed them in hot water with the law.
Across the Deep South, heat, humidity and darn good hiding places provide a perfect backdrop for dark, despicable deeds. Southern Fried Homicide transports viewers into the steamy subculture whose lifestyles and charming drawls are captivating and covering up heinous crimes. The series probes the juiciest stories from down in the Bible Belt.

Guaranteed to satisfy inquiring minds, the one-hour show, hosted by the Emmy® Award–winning king of tabloid television Jerry Springer, peels back the curtain to probe the most bizarre, larger-than-life stories you can’t possibly imagine.

S1: Rights excluding North America and non-DCL platforms.
Unraveled takes a penetrating look at the psychological forces that drive a person to commit homicide. Whether motivated by childhood or adult struggles, each episode traces the perpetrator’s tortuous journey that ends in a stunning act of violence.

In the 21st century world, we’re increasingly living our lives online, unaware of the risks that can lie ahead. Looking for friendships, love, sex or business opportunities has led many into a twilight world of seduction, danger and false identity. What unites these shocking tales of true crime is their unpredictability. You never know where the web of lies will lead.

Meet the men and women whose better half turns out to be the worst half possible. Each one thought that they were happily married ... until the day they uncovered secrets about their spouse. From wives who prey on military men, to husbands wanted by the FBI, learn about the ugly surprises that unravel the lives of their unsuspecting partners.

Women in Prison explores the lives of women who, often after one tragic misstep, end up on the wrong side of the law. Featuring profiles of a suburban soccer mom, a high school art teacher and a preacher’s daughter, these unlikely convicts confess their shocking crimes and reveal how they’ve learned to survive in this hostile, alien environment.
FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
STUART, LISA AND ROSS ARE JOINED BY NEWBIES SIAN, WILL AND MICHELLE AS THEY PROTECT THE U.K.’S BORDERS FROM ANIMAL DISEASE AND ILLEGAL ANIMAL TRANSPORT. THE ANIMAL RECEPTION CENTRE (ARC) IS THE QUARANTINE STATION FOR ANIMALS ARRIVING IN THE U.K., ENSURING NO DISEASE ENTERS THE COUNTRY. ALL ANIMALS ARRIVING AT HEATHROW COME HERE FIRST, AND IT’S NOT JUST DOGS AND CATS. HEATHROW PLAYS HOST TO LEOPARDS, HORSES, SNAKES, ALPACAS, EAGLES AND SCORPIONS.

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA, IS HOME TO SOME OF THE HARSHEST WEATHER CONDITIONS IN NORTH AMERICA, MAKING ROADWAYS IMPASSIBLE IN ONLY A MATTER OF MINUTES. WHEN MOTORISTS BECOME STRANDED, THREE TOWING COMPANIES ARE CALLED ON TO PULL THEM TO SAFETY: BOREALIS, RON’S AND LUCKY 7. EVERY RESCUE ATTEMPT COMES WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. ONLY THE STRONG CAN SURVIVE ALASKA’S BRUTAL WINTER. ARE THESE TEAMS UP TO THE CHALLENGE?

THE WARDENS OF WYOMING GAME AND FISH FACE DAILY HARDSHIP AND DANGER TO KEEP THE PEACE BETWEEN NATURE AND MAN. FOR THESE ELITE MEN AND WOMEN, THE DAYS ARE LONG, THE GUNS ARE MANY, AND THE JOB IS AS DANGEROUS AS IT GETS.
BIG GIANT SWORDS
2014 • PRODUCED BY THINK FACTORY MEDIA, INC.

When it comes to gigantic swords, no one makes them bigger and badder than Irishman Michael Craughwell. Irish Mike is putting it all on the line to make his passion his profession by attempting to make a living designing and building these larger-than-life works of art. Joined by his trusty sidekick AmeriMike and a team of artists and builders, this master of steel will attempt to bring to life the stuff of fairytales and legends.

CATCHING MONSTERS
2014 • PRODUCED BY TWOFOUR AMERICA LLC.

Up in the unforgiving North Atlantic in a small sacred stretch of ocean, treasure lurks in the deep. In just 1,000 square nautical miles, a group of hearty fishermen battle it out for the biggest and most valuable fish in the sea – the monster Atlantic Bluefin Tuna. These massive fish make the tuna caught off the coast of Massachusetts look like bait.

DEADLIEST CATCH
2004-2014 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC.

The Emmy® Award–winning series returns and the fearless captains of the Bering Sea are back. Rough waves and fierce weather make winter on the Bering Sea a difficult and dangerous place to do business, and for the fishermen who work these waters, risking life and limb is just another part of the job. The fleets will fish hundreds of miles out and 400-hundred feet deep in search of the prized crustaceans.

DEADLIEST CATCH: LEGEND OF THE CORNELIA MARIE
2014 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC.

Just weeks after crab season, the Cornelia Marie is back on the grind. Josh Harris struggles to keep his father’s boat working in the off-season. The origin of the Cornelia Marie is explored and Josh soon realizes being a boat owner has its consequences.

DEADLIEST CATCH: THE BAIT
2014 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC.

The captains let us inside their Catch HQ for an energetic and personal pre-show. In each episode, the captains will tee up the upcoming Deadliest Catch episode with fan favorites like "The Hot Seat" or the "Fourtner Report" along with the addition of a few new segments that are sure to please the diehard fans.
EPIC BAR BUILDS
2014 • PRODUCED BY MATADOR CONTENT LLC.

Epic Bar Builds follows the men and women of the Heineman Bar Company (HBC) in Chicago, Illinois, as they create the most awesome, one-of-a-kind bars anywhere in America. Led by bar design savant Aaron Heineman, the team takes on custom projects all over the country: from a home bar in the swamps of Louisiana, to an outdoor bar at a hunting lodge in the Great North Woods of Wisconsin, and everywhere in between.

EPIC MANCAVE BUILDS
2014 • PRODUCED BY STILETTO TELEVISION

On the edge of the Wasatch Mountains of Utah, there’s a motley crew of torch-wielding fabricators building the most epic mancaves in the world. Metalwork mastermind Brandon Ruff and carpentry wizard Tomas Aguirre head the rough-and-tumble company known as Firemass Metal. Team Firemass demolishes existing rooms and rebuilds their monuments to manhood full of custom creations and mechanical masterpieces, always pressing the boundaries of what’s possible with their extreme designs.

EXTREME CAR HOARDERS
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY NEW ENTERTAINMENT RESEARCH & DESIGN

Every year, finding unrestored classic American cars is becoming a thing of the past. But there’s a secret treasure trove of automotive relics that still exists: car hoards – the last frontier of the American classic car. Now, hot rod guru, Rick Dore and WWE superstar Chuck Palumbo are out to rebuild legendary cars and help car hoarders thin out their stockpiles of classic cars.

FINDING BIGFOOT
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY PING PONG PRODUCTIONS & SNAKE OIL PRODUCTIONS

Four fearless explorers have covered thousands of miles of uncharted territory on a mission to locate the elusive sasquatch. Now the unstoppable quartet heads to new locations, including South America for the first time, with the hope of finally tracking down one of the most unique creatures in the world. Bigfoot Field Research Organization members will travel to the heart of the Amazon to try and come face to face with a mapinguari, Brazil’s Bigfoot-like legend.

FIRE IN THE HOLE
2014 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP

Fire in the Hole follows Matt Barnett, an explosives expert in Columbus, Texas, who risks his life every week with his crew to blow things up all over the world. From detonating 250 pound live bombs from World War II to booby-trapped meth labs to armored vehicles for the military, Matt is the man you call for all of your explosives needs. Failure is never an option because one little mistake can blow up in your face.
Edwin McCain’s passion for music took him straight to the top-10. Now, he’s charting new territory with a quirky band of gearheads on a mission to save beaten down boats left for dead. Set sail to Greenville, South Carolina, where Edwin and the Boats Have Souls restoration crew perform acts of nautical salvation. Will their passion for fixing and flipping these lovable money pits pay off, or will they go down with the ship?

Investigating abandoned insane asylums is dangerous and downright terrifying. Who better to lead us on this quest than the Tennessee Wraith Chasers, a fearless band of brothers set out to provoke and hunt down every chain-rattling ghost, wailing ghoul and terrifying apparition by any conceivable technique – even if that means using themselves as bait.

A group of down-on-their-luck men, in the face of an economic meltdown, risk everything to strike it rich mining for gold in Alaska. Now the ambitious gold miners are back at it again and the stakes have never been higher. In the new season, everything has changed – new miners, new claims, new machines and new ways to pull gold out of the ground.

Executive Producer Christo Doyle and the miners take us behind the scenes of Gold Rush. This special features bloopers, cast interviews and more.
In Cold Mountain, North Carolina, when it comes to living the hard-scrabble life, there’s nobody better than Eugene Runcus, who’s got hillbilly invention running through his veins. Together with his brother, Spence “Two-Dogs” Boljack, he unlocks the secrets at the heart of these woods. These two mountain men demonstrate backwoods ingenuity deep in the mountains of Appalachia.

**ICE COLD GOLD**

2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY LONE WOLF DOCUMENTARY GROUP & EQI WORLDWIDE, INC. & MOXIE PICTURES

Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 9x60
Series 3: 13x60

Under the glacial ice sheets of Greenland, the world’s largest island, sits more mineral wealth than in all of Saudi Arabia. 16.2 billion barrels of oil, 138 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and an immeasurable amount of gold, silver, platinum, sapphire, ruby and other precious minerals. Ice Cold Gold follows mercenary American speculators as they fight against the freezing elements, international miners, and four short summer months to claim their stake at the top of the world.

**INSANE POOLS: OFF THE DEEP END**

2013 • PRODUCED BY FISHBOWL WORLDWIDE MEDIA

8x60

Award-winning pool designer Lucas Congdon founded Lucas Lagoons with the mission to create outdoor living spaces that are timeless works of art. Follow Lucas and his crew as they tackle unprecedented designs, challenging clients, impossible build sites, malfunctioning equipment, unforgiving materials, and more in their quest to build breathtaking natural wonders in everyday backyards.

**JUNKYARD EMPIRE**

2014 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.

8x60

Andy Cohen built an empire out of scrap metal and car parts. He took over his dad’s junkyard and turned it into a booming business, stripping down cars for used parts, crushing cars for scrap, or fixing up cars and trucks to re-sell. For their multiple businesses to thrive, Andy, Bobby and their team of quirky characters find the proverbial diamonds in the rough, chase down deals, and add value to what others throw away.

**OPERATION DRIFTNET**

2014 • PRODUCED BY MILLENNIALS ENTERTAINMENT

3x60

In this three-part docu-series, Captain Sid and his team of ocean conservationists are dispatched to investigate when suspicious activity is detected in the south Indian Ocean. When they arrive on the scene, they discover the worst-case scenario: a fleet of six Chinese fishing vessels using illegal driftnets to catch sharks, dolphins and tuna. On a mission to put an end to their illegal fishing, Sid and crew chase the vessels as they flee deep into China.

**RISE: THE PROMISE OF MY BROTHER’S KEEPER**

2015 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

1x60

Rise: The Promise of My Brother’s Keeper explores the lives and families of boys and young men of colour from four programmes around the U.S. that are living the principles of the My Brother’s Keeper (MBK) Initiative. The film also addresses President Obama’s challenge to cities and towns to encourage coherent cradle-to-college-and-career strategies for improving the life outcomes of all young people, regardless of who they are, where they come from, or the circumstances into which they were born.
RUGGED JUSTICE
2014 • PRODUCED BY SHARK TEETH FILMS

Rugged Justice follows Washington State’s Department of Fish and Wildlife Law Enforcement Program as they police the Evergreen State’s unforgiving mountains, twisted rainforest back roads and densely populated coastal areas. The department’s dispatchers relay more than 225,000 calls annually. Each day brings new challenges and extreme danger and the officers risk life and limb to protect natural resources and serve the people of Washington.

STREET OUTLAWS
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP

Street Outlaws is a driver’s seat view into the world of American illegal street racing. From a 1969 Chevy Nova to an incognito, race-ready farm truck – and everything in between – these street demons take their racing very seriously. They are constantly betting on races, pulling pranks and other crazy antics with their fellow racers. They’ll endanger their lives, spend their money and risk going to jail – anything to be number one.

Plus
2 clips shows: 2x60

TANKED
2010-2014 • PRODUCED BY NANCY GLASS PRODUCTIONS

Tanked dunks viewers into the high-decibel, family owned business of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing, where they build larger-than-life and one-of-a-kind fish tanks. Follow the antics of two brothers-in-law, Wayde King and Brett Raymer, who are business partners, best friends and rivals, as they run the largest aquarium manufacturing company in the U.S. out of their 13,000-square-foot Las Vegas facility.

Plus
Tanked: Unfiltered S1-4: 68x60

THE LAST ALASKANS
2014 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS

The Last Alaskans documents the lives of some of the most isolated people in America – the last of their kind – as they struggle and thrive in Alaska’s untouched wilderness located hundreds of miles from roads, civilization and each other.
Pete Nelson designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature. Designing multi-bedroom dream treehouses complete with functional plumbing and electricity, Pete goes out on a limb to create breath-taking realities for a host of clientele. However, creating these homes doesn’t come easy. Also, join Pete and his team for two spectacular specials that include state-side treehouse tours as they visit some of the best in the USA.

Plus
Ultimate Treehouses 1&2: 2x60
Treehouse Masters: Out on a Limb S1-3: 30x60
Treehouse Masters: Pete’s Most Memorable Builds: 10x60

Making fast money from flipping motors, automotive paraphernalia, and having a good time along the way, Turbo Pickers Paul Cowland and Dave Southall are running a motor renovation business in Oldham. They’re operating in a niche market: picking cars and auto-related collectibles at knock-down prices, fixing them up and flipping them at speed. The scavenging duo rescue some sweet cars, turning wrecks into runners, and rusty relics into cool collectibles.

Buried deep in the forests surrounding the small town of Falls City, Oregon, is a fortune only a few men know how to find. During the weeks leading up to the holiday rush, they are on the hunt for one of the most expensive delicacies in the world: black truffles. With increased competition between the foragers and even more diggers seeking riches, the truffle men of Oregon will be pushed to their limits to survive.

A rookie pilot prepares for his first solo flight, air-traffic controllers redirect planes as a storm approaches and baggage handlers track a suspicious piece of luggage. Each episode focuses on a different group of people who are essential to the operation of the airport. In addition to the character-driven actuality, extraordinary UGC footage is used and powerful first-person interviews build drama and suspense.
Follow foreign brides-to-be and their potential husbands as they discover whether their happily-ever-after is meant to be. Using a visa available uniquely to foreign fiancés of American citizens, these women travel to the States to meet and live with their prospective husbands for the first time. The couples have to marry before their visas expire in 90 days or else the women must immediately return to their countries.

Plus
S1 Update Show: 1x60

Britain boasts some of the best restaurants in the world but it’s also home to some of the worst food on the planet. Six fast-food cooks with no formal training are given the opportunity of a lifetime – to be taught by top Michelin-starred chefs and fast-tracked through years of tough training in just a few weeks. Have they got what it takes to pass themselves off as the crème de la crème of British cuisine?
CULTURE SHOCK
2015 • PRODUCED BY SBS NETHERLAND
1x60
There are a vast number of people with foreign ancestors who know nothing about the country and culture they originally came from. This format takes 12 foreign national contestants back to their historic roots to give them a chance to reclaim their lost heritage. They have to complete a series of extreme cultural challenges to win a grand prize of $50,000 as well as a family reunion with their long-lost relatives.

LOVE AT FIRST SWIPE
2015 • PRODUCED BY JANE STREET ENTERTAINMENT
22x30
Millions of Americans go online searching for their soul mate, but many are making bad first impressions and a disastrous dating profile can kill your chances of finding love. In Love at First Swipe, dating expert Devyn Simone and style expert Clinton Kelly team up to help single ladies find love in the image-is-everything world of online dating.

MAN VS EXPERT
2014 • PRODUCED BY MAGNUM MEDIA
6x60
Can an average Joe take on a chess grandmaster, a fishing champion or a professional blackjack player and beat them at their own game? British actor, writer and stage magician Alexis Conran takes on intense challenges against world-class experts to see if he can find a way to beat them at their own game – without going through years of hard work and training.

MARRIED BY MOM & DAD
2015 • PRODUCED BY THINKFACTORY MEDIA, LLC.
Series 1: 8x60 & 2x90
Four singles who have been unable to find love in the world of modern dating have now agreed to put their future into the hands of their parents. We follow each mom and dad through the process of meeting and vetting the potential future spouses and watch their kids meet their life partners for the first time. But the real work begins as the couples get to know what they like, dislike and everything in between.

MEN, WOMEN, WILD
2015 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83
6x60 & S1 Special: 1x60
Men, Women, Wild is a modern tale of survival in which three survivalist couples endure the ultimate test of their skills and relationships. The couples will be dropped off in three of the harshest environments in the world, and for three weeks they will have to live off the land, navigate the vast, unknown terrain and find their way back to civilization.
NAKED AND AFRAID
2013 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

A pair of complete and total strangers – one man and one woman – will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. This duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water ... and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.

NOMAD CHEF
2013 • PRODUCED BY BEACH HOUSE PICTURES AND CHEMICAL MEDIA

Jock Zonfrillo is cooking up a storm in Nomad Chef, an extreme adventure cooking series. He learned his trade in an apprenticeship at Scotland’s Turnberry golf course and worked in Michelin-star restaurants, before setting up his own top-flight restaurant. Embarking on a journey to some of the world’s most remote communities, the series sees Jock hunt, harvest and forage with indigenous people for the ingredients that go into their native dishes.

ONE MAN ARMY
2011 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

In each self-contained, one-hour episode, four contestants with backgrounds in high stress, physical jobs such as the Marines, SWAT and FBI are put through a series of grueling challenges to find out who among them has what it takes to be the perfect human weapon. Every week, these human weapons engage in three challenges. The rules are simple: Succeed and move on to the next challenge. Fail, and go home.

OVERHAULIN’
2004 • PRODUCED BY BRENTWOOD COMMUNICATIONS

Can a group of custom car builders working at lightning speed on a limited budget transform a guy’s clunker into a hot custom car without him knowing it? With the help of an accomplice, the Overhaulin’ team finds a creative way to separate the car from its owner. During the week, the team guts, refurbishes, renovates and paints the owner’s bland auto into a unique custom car.
TETHERED
2014 • PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.

Two strangers from opposite backgrounds and philosophies embark on a journey across treacherous terrain on a mission to find rescue and freedom. Dropped at the meeting point with just a six-foot cable that binds them together, a basic map and a limited survival kit, the polar-opposite pairing has 10 to 12 days to overcome their differences and collaborate in order to escape the wild.

RACE TO ESCAPE
2015 / SCIENCE / PRODUCED BY EONE ENTERTAINMENT

Two identical rooms and two groups of strangers. The rooms are strange worlds onto themselves. Bizarre environments in which to be trapped. The concept is clear enough: Both teams have 100 minutes to win up to $25,000. But only one group can win. The goal is simple: Get out.
Expert architect George Clarke shows that by using cutting-edge design even the ugliest house on the street can be transformed into a home to be proud of. He teams up the owners of some of Britain’s drabbest homes with some of the U.K.’s leading architects. From a tired 1950s bungalow to a family house with an ’80s extension, each architect will breathe fresh life into the properties and prove that great design doesn’t have to cost the earth.
**AMERICA'S MOST BADASS**
2014 • PRODUCED BY LEFTFIELD PICTURES
6x60
America's Most Badass is an exciting historical series that details the untold badass side of American icons. Each episode highlights the badassery of three known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin, Al Capone, Abraham Lincoln and Ernest Hemingway, who have each earned their seat at the tough guy table for their no-nonsense attitudes.

**CODES AND CONSPIRACIES**
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY FLIGHT 33, LLC.
Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 6x60
Codes and Conspiracies explores the unknown hidden history behind the world's most iconic places and secret organisations. Uncover the hidden side of America by discovering the startling secrets of the most clandestine institutions, top-secret locations and mysterious symbols.

**HOW SUPERMAN DEFEATED THE KKK**
2013 • PRODUCED BY VARUNA ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
1x60
In the aftermath of World War II, writer and activist Stetson Kennedy sets out on a one-man mission to infiltrate the Ku Klux Klan in Atlanta, Georgia. After failing to get Klan members arrested, Kennedy risks his life to pass on valuable Klan information to the producers of the Superman Radio Show. The radio programme is a national sensation, but provokes outrage in the KKK.

**HOW WE BUILT THE BOMB**
2014 • PRODUCED BY NEW ANIMAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1x120
How We Built the Bomb is a two-hour special that tells the story of the birth of the very first nuclear bomb. We offer an unprecedented glimpse into the exceptional individuals who ushered in the atomic age, and in so doing, changed the world.

**HOW WE GOT HERE**
2014 • PRODUCED BY CRY HAVOC PRODUCTIONS, INC.
12x30
How We Got Here tells the stories of iconic Americans whose entrepreneurial genius radically changed their worlds and ours, creating new ideas and industries that transformed the nation in ways so profound we often take them for granted. Today their names are legendary, yet their paths to destiny all hinged on critical moments of fate—a split second of inspiration, discovery or danger when success or failure, even life or death, hung in the balance.

**TITANIC: THE AFTERMATH**
2011 • PRODUCED BY IWC MEDIA LTD.
1x120
On 15th April 1912, the RMS Titanic hit an iceberg and sank, claiming the lives of 1,500 passengers and crew. Beginning where other accounts usually end, this drama documentary tells the story of the remarkable mission to recover and identify the bodies of victims. Meeting the descendants of three people involved in one of the greatest civilian disasters of the 20th century, this compelling programme explores the fate of their forebears, and reveals the impact of the sinking on those they left behind.
INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS
ONE KILLER PUNCH
2016 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LTD.

One punch. One split second. Two lives changed forever. Every year, 40,000 Britons are admitted to hospital for serious head injuries caused by violent assault – and often the damage has been caused by a single punch. This powerful documentary explores the rise in one-punch killings and serious head injuries through the stories of those affected – the families and friends of the victims, the medics trying to save their lives ... and the killers themselves.

All media rights available worldwide excluding the UK.

ADAM PEARSON: FREAK SHOW
2015 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Actor and presenter Adam Pearson has neurofibromatosis, a genetic condition that causes non-cancerous tumours to grow on his face. Adam, who was shortlisted for a Grierson Award, has been called “freak” and “Elephant Man” because of his similarity to famous freak show performer Joseph Merrick. He hates the terms but was inspired to face his demons after being approached to work with an American freak show. He explores the world of these shows and meets performers who use their medical conditions to entertain and make money.

THE AUTISTIC GARDENER
2015 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Award-winning garden designer Alan Gardner credits his success to what he calls his “gift” – the fact that he has autism. Convinced he’s not the only autistic gardening genius out there, Alan takes on five autists, who are also keen gardeners, to unlock their horticultural potential. They unleash their talents on the unloved back gardens of fee-paying clients – and the results in this critically acclaimed series are astounding.
BEAR GRYLLS: EXTREME SURVIVAL CAUGHT ON CAMERA
2012 • PRODUCED BY BETTY
Bear Grylls has seen and survived everything that the natural world has thrown at him. In this series, the ultimate survivor presents jaw-dropping footage of other people’s great escapes and near-death experiences – from parachutes that don’t open, to bungee cords that snap and from elephants that attack, to runaway cars. In each episode, Bear introduces clips of escapes filmed by the public, in moments of extreme danger. Survivors share their stories and experts provide survival tips. But who will be Bear’s ultimate survivor?

BEAR GRYLLS: BREAKING POINT
2014 • PRODUCED BY BETTY
Bear Grylls is on an extraordinary journey with 12 unlikely companions whose debilitating phobias have haunted their daily lives. In each episode, Bear takes two terrified people on an expedition into the wilds of Mexico and Italy. Exposed to the fears that rule them, including heights, germs, spiders, trees and water, Bear will test their resolve as he brings them to their Breaking Point and beyond. He wants to prove that there is strength in their vulnerability and that the wilderness can transform lives.

CCTV: NEIGHBORHOOD WATCHING
2016 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LTD.
Britain is the CCTV capital of the world, with an estimated 6 million cameras monitoring our every move. And increasingly, it’s ordinary homeowners keeping watch on our streets. As the cost of private camera systems has fallen, today there’s a new army of CCTV owners capturing footage 24/7. This documentary explores the rise in domestic CCTV use through the extraordinary footage captured by home surveillance cameras, and the dramatic, funny and bizarre stories of those behind – and in front of – the lens.

COUPON WARS
2015 • PRODUCED BY BETTY
Across Britain, there’s a community of people who’ve turned extreme penny-pinching into a way of life. Some have made careers out of it and for others, it’s a private passion that is saving them serious money. Now they’re going head-to-head to see who can get the best value for money when booking a holiday. Closer to home, couponer Holly, who has saved thousands of pounds using discount vouchers, passes on her expertise to a mum who spends more than twice the national average on groceries.

All rights available worldwide excluding publishing, website and online application rights in the U.K.
LIVE LIFE
2016 • PRODUCED BY EMPIRE PICTURE CORPORATION
12x30

Ordinary people find extraordinary power through the mind to heal the body and soul. Emmy® Award-winning Director/Producer Jerri Sher takes you on a remarkable journey into the lives of individuals who have experienced heartfelt pain, transformation and rejoicing. The Live Life series shows how people evoke a powerful, inner force and take charge of their lives physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually.

EXTRAORDINARY WEDDINGS
2016 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LTD.
3x60

For many couples, getting married can be a stressful experience. However, for these brides and grooms, the stakes are much higher, with life-changing injuries and illnesses to be overcome. Will intensive speech therapy allow them to recite their vows? Will they be able to manage their first dance? These are amazing stories of human bravery and triumph against adversity.

MAGIC MINUTES
2010-2014 • PRODUCED BY IDEIAS COM PERNAS
Series 1: 13x60, Series 2: 13x60, Series 3: 9x60

See how real magic is made: in front of an audience on the spot, without the need of sets or special effects but with everyday objects such as phones, bus tickets, coins, napkins and pens. Find out what happens when magic leaves the stage and walks the streets, including Christmas!

Plus
Magic Minutes Christmas Special: 1x60

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
2012-2016 • PRODUCED BY BETTY
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 8x60
Series 3: 9x60, Series 4: 12x60

Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners follows people who cannot stop cleaning, and carefully matches them with someone whose home is in dire need of a spring clean. Together these people, with such contrasting compulsions, explore how their different behavior affects their lives. From the man who spends £600 a month on cleaning products, to the woman who’s prepared to lick the toilet seat to prove how clean it is, they put their obsession with cleaning to good use.
OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS: COUNTRY HOUSE RESCUE
2015-2016 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Series 1: 4x60, Series 2: 6x60

Behind the ornate front doors of some of the most spectacular homes in the British Isles lies years of neglect, hoarding and grime. The owners are struggling to maintain their houses and no longer have staff to help them. But could a group of obsessive cleaners rescue these grand mansions from housekeeping hell? The cleaners will work with the homeowners to help restore the houses to their former glory.

SUPERNATURAL NAZIS
2015 • PRODUCED BY WILDBEAR ENTERTAINMENT

3x60

This is the untold story of Hitler’s secret super armies revealed in three distinct films with new research and untold stories.

Supernatural Nazis – Hitler’s Zombie Army: 1x60
Supernatural Nazis – Nazi Killer Magic: 1x60
Supernatural Nazis – The Nazi Jesus: 1x60

TOO MUCH MEDICINE
2016 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LTD.

2x60

Dr. Chris van Tulleken is embarking on a daring medical experiment that could change the way we think about our health forever. Britain is addicted to prescription drugs. It’s a medical crisis – and Chris is determined to do something about it. So he’s setting up a radical new drug-free clinic in a busy GP surgery. Instead of giving his patients medicine, he’s going to take their medicine away.

TOO UGLY FOR LOVE?
2014-2016 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 8x60, Series 3: 8x60

Finding love isn’t always easy. Dating can be awkward and uncomfortable at the best of times. But what happens when you have to reveal a medical condition to a potential partner? How do you tell a date you’re hiding a secret? When is the best time to do it? And what happens when you do? From alopecia to excessive sweating, our singletons are all outwardly attractive and eligible, but feel undesirable. The series follows them through the highs and lows of dating as they grapple with just how much of their true selves to reveal.

TRICKS OF THE RESTAURANT TRADE
2015-2016 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Series 1: 4x30
Series 2: 4x30

Kate Quilton and chef Simon Rimmer investigate the Tricks of the Restaurant Trade to uncover if we can get good food, a fair price and a great experience when we dine out. They go behind the scenes at some of our biggest high street chains and ask if consumers always get the best deal. From pizzas, fried chicken and burgers, to coffee and sushi, this series lifts the lid on the restaurant industry.
WHAT'S THE RIGHT EXERCISE FOR YOU?
2016 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Getting fit has never been bigger business. With fitness DVDs, books and apps, plus thousands of pictures of transformed bodies all over social media to inspire us, how do we decide what’s the most effective form of exercise to help us look good, feel great and suit our lifestyle? Is running damaging for your body, just how important is exercise versus what we eat, and can team sports provide more effective results than exercising on your own? Anna Richardson and Amar Latif are on a mission to reveal just what you need to do to lose weight, strengthen up and improve your fitness levels.
#WHATSHESAID
2015 • PRODUCED BY SHED MEDIA US INC.

10x30

#WhatSheSaid features some of the country’s funniest comics venting and speaking the truth about being a woman. Social media, timesaving tips and no-nonsense attitudes come together for a real conversation about the chaos of modern living and motherhood.

7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY LMNO CABLE GROUP, INC.

4x30 & 4x60 Plus Special: 1x60

The Johnstons are an average American family of seven pursuing the American dream. However, this is no ordinary family. All seven Johnstons are little people. Dad Trent and mom Amber have a total of five kids under the age of 16 and everyone has achondroplasia dwarfism. Although juggling demands for a family of seven while navigating an average-sized world isn’t easy, the Johnstons are up for any challenge.

AMISH MAFIA
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY HOT SNAKES MEDIA

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 16x60, Series 3: 8x60

Untrusting of outside law enforcement, some Amish in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, have for many years regularly turned to a small, organised group of men for protection and justice. Amish Mafia provides a first-ever look at the men who protect and maintain peace and order within the Amish community in Lancaster. In this new season, Amish leader Lebanon Levi faces the greatest threats to his power yet. After quitting the show last season, Levi was ready to slip into the shadows and conduct business away from the cameras.

Plus
Christmas Special: 1x60
Heidi Elnora knows how to inject that “Southern sparkle” into the modern girl’s wedding. From small-town Alabama to Project Runway and back, Heidi has patterned her life after fashion. Since the launch of the Heidi Elnora brand in 2006, she has dressed hundreds of brides from Los Angeles to Dubai (and everywhere in between) for their big day.

In Brides Gone Styled, celebrity stylists Gretta Monahan and Robert Verdi make it their mission to take the worst of the worst-dressed brides from wild to styled. In each episode, the bride picks the dress she thinks she wants, while Gretta and Robert pick three dresses they think would flatter her more. The brides featured this season include a tomboy, a heavy metal rocker, a hippie and a glitter-obsessed goth girl.

Host and style expert Tai Beauchamp asks two extreme fashion disasters on total opposite sides of the style spectrum to switch perspectives by swapping wardrobes. The result is like hitting their own personal style reset button. The women gain a newfound understanding, and branch out to leave their comfort zone for a head-to-toe transformation.

It’s been a tabloid roller coaster for newly single mom, Kate Gosselin. After a challenging experience on Dancing with the Stars, Kate embraces the familiarity of her adoring children. Join Kate and her eight kids on new adventures. Season three features a family trip to New England, house renovations, and the twins’ 14th birthday. The family also sets up a yard sale to raise money for a local animal shelter.

It’s a family of four in Jasper, Alabama, know that zombies are real and they will come to terrorise humanity. Each week, this quirky family of four does everything they can to keep themselves and the town safe from the impending zombie apocalypse.

Plus
2014 and 2015 Specials: 5x60

Series 1 and 2 All media rights available worldwide (excluding standard TV rights in Africa, Germany, Iberia, India, Latin America and Australasia).

Series 3 is available worldwide.
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY GURNEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Series 1: 12x30, Series 2: 12x30 & 3x60
Actress Leah Remini invites cameras into her home to capture the funnier-than-fiction reality that is her life. Joining Leah in the series are her husband Angelo, their nine-year-old daughter Sofia, mother Vicki, stepfather George, sister Shannon and her husband William. The cameras are capturing it all – Leah and her family are incredibly close, not holding back with their love, opinions or sense of humour.

LONG ISLAND MEDIUM
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 8x30 & 1x60, Series 2: 14x30, Series 3: 3x60, Series 4: 25x30 & 8x60, Series 5: 25x30 & 9x60, Series 6: 22x30 & 10x60
Taking care of her husband and two children, Theresa Caputo seems like a normal mom from Long Island, New York. Except she has a very special gift: She talks to the dead. As a psychic medium, Theresa has an ability that most people can’t comprehend. She spends her days helping individuals find closure from people who have passed and spirits that are still around. For Theresa, this is not just her job … this is her life.

MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY FIRECRACKER FILMS
Series 1: 9x60, Series 2: 8x60, Series 3: 8x60, Series 4: 8x60
My Big Fat America Gypsy Wedding takes you inside the mysterious world of American gypsies. For the first time, cameras are allowed to witness one of America’s most secret communities. From baptisms to birthdays, to the wildest weddings across the USA, we meet gypsies who are clinging to ancient traditions and connected by unbreakable family bonds.

MY BIG FAT FABULOUS LIFE
2014 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP
8x30 & 1x60
Whitney Thore is 350 lbs. and 5’2”. She was once a 110 lb. dancer and gained 200 lbs. in a year due to polycystic ovary syndrome. It took her a long time, but now she is happy with her body and lives life out loud. She is a local radio host in North Carolina, lives with her parents and has a great group of friends. She is on the verge of dramatically changing her life.

Plus
Mother’s Day Special and The Skinny: 1x60 & 1x30
NEW BODY, NEW STYLE
2014 • PRODUCED BY SHED MEDIA US INC.

New Body, New Style features Celebrity Stylist Mary Alice Stephenson as she helps two formerly obese women dress up their new slender bodies. It's an emotional journey for the participants, Annabelle and Lori, since both women continue to carry the burdensome insecurities they felt when they were heavy.

NEW GIRLS ON THE BLOCK
2014 • PRODUCED BY CONVEYOR MEDIA

New Girls on the Block follows a group of highly inspirational and entertaining women from Kansas City, Missouri— all friends, some couples— that just happen to be transgender. After years of struggling with their gender identities, they are finally finding themselves and learning what it means to be the women they always knew that they were.

OUR LITTLE FAMILY
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

The Hamills are not the typical American family. Parents Dan and Michelle along with their son and twin daughters are all little people— all five family members have achondroplasia, a form of dwarfism. Both parents are proud little people; however, growing up in an average-sized world has its complications, and they know the road ahead for their children is not going to be easy.

PSYCHIC MATCHMAKER
2013 • PRODUCED BY THREE JANES, LLC.

Psychic Matchmaker features Deborah Graham, a psychic specializing in helping people find true love that can last a lifetime. Unlike your typical matchmaker, Deborah was born with a special gift that helps her connect people psychically with their true soul mate. She digs into people’s souls to find more than just a superficial connection, but rather a subconscious link she knows will make these matches last forever.
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS**
2006-2014 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.

This docu-soap takes viewers into the inner workings of the world’s premier bridal salon, Kleinfeld’s Bridal. Part fashion show, part bridal story, part family therapy, we uncover the hurdles every staff member faces to make each bride completely satisfied. Watch as a team of specialists, guide brides through the process of selecting, fitting, altering and delivering each flawless dress in time for the perfect day.

**STRANGE LOVE**
2014 • PRODUCED BY THINKFACTORY MEDIA, LLC.

If it’s been said that love is blind, love conquers all, and above all else: Love will find a way. In Strange Love, follow the lives of the people who are living proof that there is someone for everyone — even if that someone is a bit out of the ordinary. We explore the romantic, shocking and sometimes-provocative relationships of some of America’s most surprising duos.

**THE FABULOUS BAKER BROTHERS: A BITE OF BRITAIN**
2014 • PRODUCED BY BETTY

Baker Tom Herbert and his brother Henry, a chef, are on a mission to prove that British food is among the best in the world. The duo, who work for the family business, think that British produce gets a bad rap. To set the record straight, they are visiting six of their favourite locations from the magnificent Lake District to lush Wales, and the unexplored Kent coastline to the stunning Peak District in Derbyshire, to meet people who are producing some great British grub. In each episode, the Baker Brothers will roll up their sleeves to try their hands at farming, fishing and foraging, before serving up a rustic feast for the passionate locals they have met along the way.
ALL ABOUT SEX
2015 • PRODUCED BY RELATIVITY TELEVISION, LLC.

6x30

In this boundary-pushing, live call-in advice show, an expert panel will invite viewers to ask their sex and relationship questions. And nothing is off limits as viewers are finally given an anonymous place to get the facts on all of the things they're too afraid to ask their friends – much less their partners.
I DIDN'T KNOW I WAS PREGNANT  
2008-2010 • PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.  
Series 1: 10x30, Series 2: 10x30, Series 3: 10x30, Series 4: 25x30

We explore the astounding phenomenon of women who aren’t aware that they’re pregnant until the moment they’re giving birth. From an unaware flight attendant unexpectedly crowning mid-flight, to a woman visiting a clinic for terrible abdominal cramps only to find out that she’s moments from giving birth as a tornado approaches, we’ll see the potentially life-threatening true stories of surprise births.

Plus  
I Still Didn’t Know I Was Pregnant: 3x60

BORN WITHOUT LIMBS  
2015 • PRODUCED BY EONE ENTERTAINMENT  
1x60

Nick Vujicic was born without arms and legs. From an early age, Nick has never allowed his limitations to slow him down. Proud husband, father and famous motivational speaker, Nick has done more than most, and now life as he knows it is about to change.

DIAGNOSE ME  
2014 • PRODUCED BY GRB ENTERTAINMENT  
8x60

Diagnose Me features incredible true stories of people whose health is being destroyed – and whose lives are eventually threatened – by the onset of mysterious diseases. As patients begin to lose all hope of a remedy being found, determined caregivers refuse to give up – and eventually lead the ill to brilliant doctors who uncover the medical clues necessary to diagnose and treat their puzzling conditions and restore them to health.
MY 600 LB LIFE
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY MEGALOMEDIA, INC.
Series 1: 5x60, Series 2: 4x60, Series 3: 10x60
Follow the lives of four people – each weighing over 650 pounds – over the course of three years as they collectively try to lose one ton. High-risk surgery, addiction, dependency, fear, pain, helplessness, victory and pride, these stories are as much about heart as weight loss.

OUTRAGEOUS BIRTHS: TALES FROM THE CRIB
2014 • PRODUCED BY GRB ENTERTAINMENT
8x60
The most incredible true stories from inside the busiest delivery rooms in America are brought to life in Outrageous Births: Tales from the Crib. These are actual first-person accounts by real obstetricians, nurses and neonatal staff, as they tell us, for the first time, their hands-on experiences with bizarre, mysterious and often humorous medical cases involving childbirth, labor and delivery.

THE MAN WITH NO PENIS
2013 • PRODUCED BY TRUE NORTH PRODUCTIONS
1x60
Andrew Wardle is the only person in the U.K. to be born without a penis. This documentary gives us an astonishing, unique and poignant insight into the problems Andrew has faced throughout his life, and the surprisingly positive outlook he holds because of it. Over the next year, Andrew will have four operations which will give him a fully working penis for the first time, formed from muscle and skin grafted from his right forearm.
SCIENCE + ENGINEERING
ALL-AMERICAN MAKERS
2013 • PRODUCED BY BRAY ENTERTAINMENT

America’s do-it-yourselfers, innovators and entrepreneurs are getting the opportunity of a lifetime - to turn their big ideas into big money. In each episode, four top makers from around the nation pitch their products to a panel of three experts. Each maker’s homegrown product is put through a series of rigorous tests to find out how it works and if it lives up to its claim.
MYTHBUSTERS VS JAWS
2015 • PRODUCED BY BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT LTD.

Adam and Jamie are going to need a very big boat because they’re celebrating the 40th anniversary of Jaws in style by re-tackling the most famous finale in film history. Ten years ago the guys took aim at the Exploding Scuba Tank but left fans feeling flat. So now they’re back with a giant anatomically accurate shark. The guys are also putting the latest mythical shark repellents to the test.

NASA’S UNEXPLAINED FILES
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY WAG TV

NASA’s Unexplained Files returns to the archives of the world’s top space agency to reveal the truly extraordinary mysteries of the universe. Each episode looks at evidence, explores possible explanations and hears from NASA insiders, scientists, astronauts and others who bear witness to these strange phenomena.

OUTRAGEOUS ACTS OF PSYCH
2014 • PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Outrageous Acts of Psych is the new show in which unsuspecting people on the street, in offices, at colleges, in restaurants and in public places everywhere unwittingly take part in hilarious hidden-camera stunts that look like practical jokes but are really social science experiments. The resulting scenarios are analysed by a rotating cast of experts who help us understand why we humans behave in the funny ways that we do.
OUTRAGEOUS ACTS OF SCIENCE
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 9x60, Series 3: 20x60
From self-experimenting human guinea pigs, nature-obsessed, natural born thrillers and the danger junkies of epic stunts, we watch a fast-paced countdown of the world’s top-20 YouTube homemade science stunts and experiments. Each episode finds the cleverest, funniest, most daring, outrageous or just downright bizarre clips – and uses a top cast of the world’s best science experts to unpack and explain them for us. They will explain the what, how and why of the biology, physics and chemistry that made these clips possible.

THROUGH THE WORMHOLE WITH MORGAN FREEMAN
2010-2014 • PRODUCED BY REVELATIONS ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60
Series 4: 10x60, Series 5: 10x60, Series 6: 6x60
Science Channel’s triple-Emmy®-nominated hit series Through the Wormhole with Morgan Freeman is back for its sixth and most provocative season to date. The latest season includes six all-new episodes tackling tough topics such as race, religion and our future as a species.

WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
2014 • PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS
10x60
Real-life friends, Grant Reynolds and Kevin Moore, work to decipher what went wrong in the most outrageous Internet fail videos. Kevin is the know-it-all science guy with the PhD, and Grant is a former Special Forces operative turned survivalist and trainer for the Navy Seals, FBI and DEA. Together this pair is ready to out-build, out-kaboom and out-science the world’s craziest viral videos.
SURVIVAL + ADVENTURE
**AFTERSHOCK: DISASTER IN NEPAL**

2015 • PRODUCED BY ITN PRODUCTIONS

High on Everest, a deadly avalanche was initiated, ice, rock and snow slamming into Base Camp killing at least 18 people and leaving hundreds stranded. This fast-turnaround documentary combines geological analysis of the tectonic event with expert testimony and demonstration from leading earth scientists, hazard specialists and mountaineering professionals.

**DUAL SURVIVAL**

2009-2014 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL MEDIA, LLC.

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 12x60, Series 3: 11x60, Series 4: 10x60, Series 5: 13x60

Joseph Teti and Matt Graham are two survivalists who take on some of the planet’s most unforgiving terrain to demonstrate how the right skills and some creative thinking can keep you alive. Equipped only with the minimal gear that would have been carried in the real-life situations, Teti and Graham must draw upon their arsenal of skills as well as their surroundings to demonstrate what it takes to survive.

Plus

Dual Survival: Biggest Blowouts: 1x60
MAULED: SURVIVOR’S CLUB
2014 • PRODUCED BY SIRENS MEDIA

1x60

Mauled: Survivor’s Club features the first-hand accounts of men and women who are survivors of incredible attacks ... and have the scars to prove it.

NAKED AND AFRAID
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

Series 1: 27x60, Series 2: 16x60

This series takes “survival of the fittest” to the next level, where a pair of complete strangers will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. The duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water ... and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with only one personal item each, and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment. Plus, Naked and Afraid: Bares All Specials shows all that TV couldn’t!

Plus Specials: 7x60

ROBSON GREEN: EXTREME FISHERMAN
2013 • PRODUCED BY IWC MEDIA LTD.

8x60

Robson is taking extreme fishing to a different level. This time, he will be using all the skills he’s learned over the last five years and testing himself to the limit to outwit the most extreme fish ever.
Ever since he was a teenager, Geordie Stewart has been fired by a hugely ambitious desire—to climb the highest mountain in each of the world’s seven continents. The Ultimate Climb features exclusive breath-taking footage that Geordie shot on his epic quest as he tries to complete his dream by climbing the highest and most famous mountain in the world: Everest.

In 1914, Ernest Shackleton led an expedition to cross Antarctica on foot for the first time. World-leading explorer Tim Jarvis, and a crew of five men, will attempt to follow Shackleton’s incredible journey. Using exactly the same equipment and clothing as used a century before, Tim and his crew will take themselves beyond the point of no return to find out how Shackleton pulled off such an incredible feat in such atrocious conditions.

Wildlife expert and adventurer Steve Backshall has spent his entire life getting up-close to incredible animals. Now he wants to find answers to his own questions about four of the most monstrous animals on our planet – the hippo, anaconda, giant Humboldt squid and great white shark. Steve will enter their underwater world and get closer to them than ever before.

Endurance athlete James Cracknell fulfills a lifelong dream as he follows in the footsteps of the greatest adventurers of our time. Cracknell takes on four of the world’s most epic journeys: Livingstone, Fawcett, the Gold Rush pioneers and the crew of the Dundonald. He attempts to survive as his predecessors did using only the equipment that was available to them, as well as solve some of the mysteries of these iconic journeys.
LOCAL
COMMISSIONS
Germany is a multi-cultural mixture of all nations. And the Turkish community is amongst the biggest in Europe. In our new docu-soap we feature the Turkish family Celik from Düsseldorf. An exciting, funny and emotional mixture of culture clash and family bounds.

ASPHALT COWBOYS  
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY PREVIEW PRODUCTION GBR  
Series 1: 4x60, Series 2: 4x60, Series 3: 4x60  
Series 4: 4x60, Series 5: 6x60, Series 6: 6x60

Truckers are always on the move, travelling hundreds and thousands of kilometres day after day, carrying tons of goods that modern society requires 365 days a year. These long-haulers are often hounded by truck companies, schedulers and customers – but they’re tough guys. With lots of experience, a passion for adventure and a good sense of humour, these Asphalt Cowboys live for the smell of diesel and the amazing promises of an open road.

FULL PULL  
2015 • PRODUCED BY SCHWARZBILD MEDIENPRODUKTION GMBH  
Series 1: 4x60  
Series 2: 4x60

They were one of the highest-rated parts of “The Hobbyist” series: the smoking, fuming, dirt-digging tractor pullers. In this series, we follow the entertaining life of three families and tractor puller clans through their season in the tractor pulling league.

THE GEIGER – BOSS OF BIG BLOCKS  
2014 • PRODUCED BY SCHWARZBILD MEDIENPRODUKTION GMBH  
Series 1: 4x60  
Series 2: 6x60

Without a V8, nothing drives here at the car dealership of the Boss of Big Blocks. Karl Geiger is the specialist when it comes to talking about the biggest cube capacities, horse power or newly achieved speed records. Together with his dedicated team, he is working day and night to make dreams of his customers come true.
THE GERMAN LOGGERS
2016 • PRODUCED BY SCHWARZBILD MEDIENPRODUKTION GMBH

They work in harsh landscapes, risking their lives every day. Whether a lone fighter in Austria, a family business in Germany, or specialists in Switzerland. All must prove their abilities and further develop themselves on a daily basis in order to survive, because there are many who want to earn their money with Alpine wood. In our docu-soap we follow the rough life of loggers in the German Alps.

GOLDTIMER
2015 • PRODUCED BY MAXIMUS FILM GMBH

Times are hard for savers. Zero interest rules the financial world. So sometimes it’s better to spend the money reasonably. And that’s where we come into play. Our host, together with experienced experts, looks for classic cars that will become even more valuable. At the end of each show, our host presents three different cars to the client. But there’s a twist: The car that our host feels is the perfect match for the client is a wild card.

MEN OF THE SEA
2015 • PRODUCED BY PREVIEW PRODUCTION GBR

The great wide ocean, the freedom, the peace. Men of the Sea is off to a big adventure. The tides will get high and not only the seagulls will scream for more. We will follow a witty crab fisher in the East Sea, an inland water navigator on the river Rhine, a crew on a towboat accompanying big container ships to the safe harbour irrespective of weather or time of day.

PERFECT LOOK
2014 • PRODUCED BY REDSEVEN ENTERTAINMENT GMBH

Three fashion experts, one styling contest. Each of our experts “pimps” the style of one brave contestant to give her a new and unique look. In the end, it is the lady who decides which expert has won by choosing which of the three looks she likes best!

STEEL BUDDIES
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY SPN TV SPECIAL INTEREST GMBH

A character-driven docu-soap about a small company that is dealing with discharged military equipment on a big scale e.g., trucks, jeeps, boats and even planes. And the Steel Buddies mastermind from Westerwald has a long and impressive list of outstanding projects all over the world.

Rights in Germany, Austria and Switzerland restricted to basic cable, online / mobile, 7-day catch-up and standard TV.
One of the darkest events in Spanish contemporary history took place between 1936 and 1939 – a civil war that was to permanently scar the country. Spain was left divided, with the dictatorship, the transition period and the early years of democracy all unable to heal the wounds of war. Now, 80 years on, and with a few living survivors of the conflict left, it is time to begin to look back.

Frank travels from the Natural History Museum in London to Australia to find out more about Darwin’s tortoise. In Australia, Frank drives a mobile home through the Outback and tropical rainforests of Queensland to show the most spectacular and representative local animals in their natural habitat. Frank’s objective is to explain why these Australian species are so different from others using Darwin’s theory of evolution.

In the mountainous region of Abruzzo, our adventurer discovers Cocullo, a little village with a mysterious history. Honouring their Saint, Domenico of Sora, the first Thursday of May, the inhabitants of the Italian village go out in procession. But not just a traditional religious procession as usual: Dozens of snakes are sliding by the saint that young people carry on their shoulders.

Frank is trying to unravel the “dragon myth.” Not only will he encounter “dragons,” i.e. lizards and monitors, but he will also be following the anthropological hypothesis about the inborn fear of humans. Frank will approach the three animals that will bring together the legendary dragon creature: a big feline, a mortal and poisoning snake and an eagle.
Jodie Marsh investigates the new world drugs from user to dealer and uncovers shocking stories from victims. As a strong anti-drug advocate, she pushes her way into a world she knows nothing about to meet its players and understand the risks. But Jodie’s investigation opens up an even more frightening drug trend, where entirely legal but potential lethal drugs can be bought online or on the high street.

Jodie explores the reasons why so many men lie and cheat.

Jodie heads to the Ukraine where she experiences the ever-growing mail order bride business first-hand.

Jodie explores what is motivating even greater numbers to go under the knife and why so many people are now looking to reverse their surgery.

Jodie Marsh, the natural body building champion, glamour model and investigative journalist, lifts the lid on the undercover world of steroid users. She wants to understand why people take them, explore the physical, psychological and emotional effects they can have on their lives, and find out whether you can achieve the strength and appearance of a body on steroids, naturally.

Jodie Marsh investigates virginity.

Jodie Marsh investigates sex tourism.
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